
Luminance and
Internal Contrast

The luminance contrast of a let-
ter against its background is
necessary to accommodate the
visual acuity of all drivers.  In
general, the following applies:

- Contrast Orientation.
Positive contrast (light border
or text on dark background)
is easier to read and provides
a greater legibility distance
than negative contrast (dark
border or text on a light back-
ground).  Daytime contrast is
determined by color.
Nighttime contrast is deter-
mined by reflectivity or sign

illumination.
- Luminance. Luminance

contrast of a letter or border
against its background results
in greater conspicuity.
Optimum contrast levels
range from 4:1 – 10:1; for
example, if a legend is opti-
mally contrasted with its
background, its measured
brightness will be from 4 –
10 times the brightness of the
background material.
Contrast is usually increased
by increasing luminance,
either by higher reflectivity
or by illumination.

Caveat:  While luminance and
contrast are critical to meeting

the visibility needs of drivers,
excessive contrast created by a
“too bright” background will
reduce legibility.  A minimum
contrast ratio of 4:1 is recom-
mended, while 50:1 may be con-
sidered too great.1

The width of backlit letter
strokes should be between 15
percent and 20 percent of the
letter height to ensure optimum
legibility where the background
panel is illuminated by a mini-
mum of 95 candelas per square
foot (cd/ft2) (see Figure 31
below).  Legibility decreases
rapidly when the thickness of
the stroke exceeds 20 percent, or
(somewhat less rapidly) drops

Illumination and
Readability
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Illuminated letter
strokes must be
between 15% and
20% of the letter
height in order to
achieve optimum
legibility.  When
illuminated letters
contain strokes
that are too thin,
irradiation can
impair legibility.

1. Mace, D.J.; Garvey, P.M.; and Heckard, R.F.  Relative Visibility of Increased Legend Size vs. Brighter Materials for Traffic Signs.  U.S.
Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, No. DTFH61-90-C-00015 Final Report, 1/44.  1994.
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TABLE 15
Brightness Districts for Sign Lighting

Brightness District Sign Brightness, cd/ft2

High Urban center locations and shopping 64-110
centers where high prevailing illumination 
exists; areas of high sign density

Medium Suburban areas where sign competition 32-64
and illumination are moderate

Low Rural area 8-32

below 15 percent.
Illumination below 95 cd/ft2
requires a thicker stroke to
compensate.2

Minimum
Luminance

At low levels of background
luminance, legibility is deter-
mined by the luminance of the
message alone.  As luminance
of the background increases, the
required amount of contrast
between message and back-
ground decreases.  In general, a
contrast range of 4:1 to 15:1 is
appropriate for most conditions.
Lower contrast is not accept-
able, and contrast as high as
50:1 may sacrifice legibility.  

The Illuminating Engineering
Society of North America (IES)
in its Recommended Practice for
Roadway Sign Lighting (1983)
offered the sign lighting values
shown below in Table 14, based
on the reflectance of white sign

letters.

Under normal nighttime driving
conditions, most retroreflective
and illuminated signs are able to
reach the above-recommended
levels.  However, where atmos-
pheric conditions cause lighting
interference, only the internally
illuminated sign can reach these
levels, and maybe not even then
unless it is located in a generally
dark or highly contrasted area.
Also, glare from nearby street
lighting may interfere with a
sign’s visibility.  

Standard lighting practices also
recommend a 6:1
maximum-to-mini-
mum uniformity
ratio across the sign
face.  In other
words, when light-
ing a sign face,
either externally or
internally, the maxi-
mum illumination at
any one point on the
surface should be no

more than six times the mini-
mum illumination at any other
point on the surface.  This stan-
dard is based on the research of
Dahlstedt (1974) which showed
an 8 percent loss in legibility for
a uniformity ratio of 5:1, and a
12 percent loss at 10:1.3

From the standpoint of sign
design, luminance and contrast
cannot be expected to compen-
sate for inadequate size.
Illumination cannot make a sign
which is illegible in daylight
legible at night.  Colomb (1986)
showed that legibility was
directly proportional to changes
in letter size out to about 600
feet (183 meters).  Increased
luminance had a less significant
impact on sign visibility.
Increasing the luminance three-
fold increased legibility by a
mere 100 feet (30 meters), while
increasing the legend size by 15
percent increased legibility by
an equal percentage.4

Rohm and Haas produced

A light border or text on a dark background is easier to read
and provides a greater legibility distance than a dark border
or text on a light background.

TABLE 16
Functional Surface Brightness Levels for Acrylic Signs

Surface Brightness, Descriptive Word for the Typical Function
cd/ft2 Illuminated Visual Appearance

6 – 32 Subtle
24 – 32 Lustrous Belt signs above storefronts
40 – 64 Vivid Business signs in shopping centers
64 – 95 Radiant Gasoline service stations and motel

signs
95 – 130 Brilliant Large or high-rise signs which must

“carry” over long distances
130 – 160 Dazzling Large or high-rise signs which must

“carry” over long distances

2. National Electric Sign Association study, 1960.
3. Dahlstedt, S. and Svenson, O.  “Detection and Reading Distances of
Retroreflective Road Signs During Night Driving,” Goteborg
Psychological Reports, Vol. 6, No. 4, 1976, as reprinted in Applied
Ergonomics, 1977.
4. Colomb, Michele and Michaut, Gerald.  “Retroreflective Road Signs:
Visibility at Night,” Transportation Research Record No. 1093, National
Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC  1989.
5. Plexiglas:  Sign Manual.  Philadelphia:  Rohm and Haas Company,
1969, p. 38.

FIGURE 31

TABLE 14
Recommended Maintained Level

for Traffic Sign Lighting

Ambient Light Level Sign Illuminance Sign Luminance Sign Luminance
(lux) (cd/ft2) (cd/m2)

Low 100 - 200 2 – 4 22 – 44
Medium 200 - 400 4 – 8 44 - 89

High 400 - 800 8 - 17 89 – 178

guidelines, determined by the
surroundings and the intention,
for the brightness of sign faces.5

See Table 15.  

They distinguish between three

“brightness districts” – a high
brightness district for urban cen-
ters and shopping centers which
contain a high density of illumi-
nated signs already; medium
brightness districts, such as sub-

urban areas where such a high
level of illumination is unneces-
sary or offensive; and low
brightness districts, such as rural
areas.  They also suggest specif-
ic brightnesses for typical sign

Illumination and Readability



bility.  Legibility theoretically
reaches 100%7 when the back-
ground illumination reaches a
level of about 171,300 cd/m2, at
which point the theoretical effi-
ciency of legibility begins to
drop off.8 That level of illumi-
nation, however, is uneconomi-
cal because the efficiency of a
sign’s legibility at just 6,852
cd/m2 is 98 percent.  Experi-
mentation found that efficiency
peaked at 3,392 cd/m2, with a
theoretical efficiency of 97 per-
cent – which is quite satisfacto-
ry.  Tests also found 70% legi-
bility at 343 cd/m2, 77% at
1,370 cd/m2, and 84% at 3,083
cd/m2.  (Note:  These figures
deal only with black letters on a
white background, and are influ-
enced by the contrast in bright-
ness between the letters and the
background.  Any use of differ-

ent color combinations would
involve different efficiency lev-
els.)  The primary factors to
consider for internally illuminat-
ed signs are 1) the level of illu-
mination at the panel surface,
and 2) the design and spacing of
the letters (this is true so long as
maximum contrast in color is
maintained, such as black letters
on white or yellow panels). 

When background illumination
is reduced, legibility is also
reduced unless other factors that
increase legibility are involved.
The NESA study, for example,
reported that increasing the
spacing between letters
increased legibility.  Increasing
the letter spacing from 20 per-
cent of letter height to 40 per-
cent of letter height allowed a
reduction in the background

illumination or light intensity
without any reduction of the
legibility of the letters.  This
increased letter spacing increas-
es legibility by 12 to 15 percent.

Rohm and Haas created a for-
mula for calculating the neces-
sary background brightness for a
plastic sign.9 The formula fac-
tors in the four factors that
determine surface brightness
are:  lamp spacing (represented
as “LS” – 9.4 is an experimen-
tally developed concept to com-
pensate for internal reflections
for both single and double face
signs), lamp characteristics
(“L/FT” is the lumen output of
the fluorescent lamps per foot),
the light transmittance of the
plastic sign face (denoted as
“T”—and expressed in decimal
form), and lamp-to-plastic dis-

Rohm and Haas’s for-
mula allows sign
builders to adjust light-
ing strength appropriate-
ly so as to offer their
customers colored sign
surfaces without fear of
the signs being over-
shadowed by nearby
white sign faces.
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6. Allen, T.M.; Dyer, F.M.; Smith, G.M.; and Janson, M.H., “Luminance Requirements for Illuminated Signs,” Highway Research Record
No. 179,, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, 1967.
7. Letters vary considerably in legibility, making it anything other than an average of all their different legibilities for purposes of calcula-
tion.  Thus a theoretical 100% legibility can never be attained in any factor compiled unless only single letters are studied.  Words cannot
reach 100% legibility.
8. NESA, 1960.
9. It should be noted that in most sign applications today, backlighted sign faces are made of translucent vinyl.  Additionally, more than
half of the sign faces today are made of fabrics rather than rigid plastic.

functions.  See Table 16.  A
properly lighted sign is one
which is not overshadowed by
the signs in its immediate vicini-
ty, but also one which is not so
bright as to cause annoyance.

Nighttime Legibility

Allen, et al, (1967) studied legi-
bility of internally illuminated
signs at night under various lev-
els of ambient lighting and glare
from oncoming headlights.  Both
black and white Series E letters,
in three sizes, were used.  The
test signs were set in three loca-
tions:  a low ambient illumina-
tion site on an unlit rural road
paved with bituminous aggre-
gate, a medium ambient site on a
well-lighted, six-lane arterial
boulevard with a tree-lined
median strip, and a high ambient
site on a six-lane asphalt street
in downtown Lansing – at the
time among the most brightly

lighted streets in Michigan.  Five
levels of sign luminance were
employed.   

The observers were placed into
three age groups – 18 to 37, 38
to 57, and 58 to 81.  The mem-
bers of each group were driven
toward the test sign until they
could identify one of 16 words
commonly appearing on high-
way signs.  During a daylight
pretest, the words were deter-
mined to be nearly equal in legi-
bility, with an average daytime
legibility of 73 feet per inch
(8.75 meters per centimeter) of
letter height for all test signs.  

In the low
ambient, rural
area, most
drivers suc-
ceeded in read-
ing the sign at
near the maxi-
mum nighttime

legibility index when the sign
was illuminated to approximate-
ly 70 candelas per square meter
(cd/m2).  For the arterial street or
highway, it appeared that light-
ing should be increased to 350
cd/m2 to achieve optimum night-
time legibility.  In the central
business district, it was found
that sign luminance levels as
high as 1700 cd/m2 produced the
best legibility.  Allen further
found that white letters on a dark
background were somewhat
superior to black letters on a
light or white surround, but the
difference was unimportant in
the higher ambient light condi-
tions.6

Sign legibility is
closely linked to the
amount of illumina-
tion – to a point.  As
the brightness of the
background increas-
es, so does the legi-

A properly lighted
sign is one which
is not overshad-
owed by the signs
in its immediate
vicinity, but also
one which is not
so bright as to
cause annoyance.



background itself did not affect
legibility in a significant way.
More important in determining
legibility was the design of the
letters and words, and the rela-
tionship of the sign area to the
placement of the letters.  (Using
a peach-colored background in
signs with a small background,

however, did somewhat
decrease legibility as compared
to the other light background
colors studied.) 

The experiment used to obtain
the study results involved suc-
cessively placing different col-
ored panels onto a box contain-

ing adjustable lamps.  The light-
ing was adjusted to various lev-
els of brightness (alternately 343
cd/m2, 1,370 cd/m2, and 3,083
cd/m2), letters of a fixed size
were attached to the panels, and
the entire box was moved along
a track toward a seated observer
until he or she could read the

The green lettering used
on this sign offers only
an average level of
readability.
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10. To convert footlamberts to candelas per square foot, multiply by 0.3183.  To get candelas per square meter, multiply the footlamberts
by 3.426.
11. Allen, J.M. and Straub, A.L.  “Sign Brightness and Legibility.”  Virginia Council of Highway Investigation and Research, Reprint 16,
1956.

tance.  Assuming the lamp
spacing to equal to lamp-to-
plastic distance, with “B” rep-
resenting the required surface
brightness in footlamberts10,
their equation is:

9.4 x T x  L/FT
B

One can accurately install in a
sign cabinet the necessary
amount of lighting to maintain
the desired surface brightness by
using Rohm and Haas’s formula
to work out the light transmit-
tance of the specific thickness
and color of plastic one intends
to use.  The formula allows sign
builders to adjust lighting
strength appropriately so as to
offer their customers colored
sign surfaces without fear of the
signs being overshadowed by
nearby white sign faces.

Rohm and Haas recommend that
internally illuminated signs uti-
lize light-colored, high bright-
ness backgrounds with contrast-
ing dark letters rather than dark
backgrounds with bright letters,

because a large bright area is
more eye-catching.  According
to their findings, black, opaque
letters on light luminous back-
grounds provide the greatest
legibility, closely followed by
dark shades of red, green, violet,
and blue.  Table 17 shows the
relative readability of different
colored letters on light back-
grounds.

The legibility of reflectorized
highway signs was also the
basis of a study by Allen and
Straub, who came to similar
conclusions about the legibility
of black on white versus white
on black illuminated sign
faces.11 They found that black
letters on white backgrounds

were quite legible, even with
strong illumination, while white
letters on a black background
became progressively less legi-
ble as illumination increased.
They concluded that where a
high level of illumination is
needed, one should avoid using
white letters on a black back-
ground.

The NESA study of illuminated
signs found, just as the Rohm
and Haas study had, slight dif-
ferences in legibility between
black letters on white, light yel-
low, medium yellow, or peach
backgrounds.  This was espe-
cially true when the background
area was large.  This study also
concluded that the size of the

As these two
signs plainly
illustrate, the
relative letter
size and font
style affect legi-
bility more than
whether the
background is
light or dark.

Internally illuminated signs with bright light-colored back-
grounds and contrasting dark letters are more eye-catching
than dark backgrounds with bright letters.

TABLE 17
Relative Readability of Various Colored Letters

On White, Ivory and Yellow Backgrounds

Maximum Readability Excellent Readability Average Readability

No. 2025 Black No. 2415 Red No. 2051 Blue
No. 2283 Red No. 2330 Coral
No. 2119 Orange No. 2308 Turquoise
No. 2030 Green No. 2024 Green
No. 2287 Violet No. 2047 Green
No. 2114 Blue No. 2648 Blue
No. 2178 Red No. 2328 Peach
No. 2215 Olive Green No. 2254 Yellow-Orange

No. 2324 Aqua
No. 2329 Light Blue

LS = 



by the quantity and effectiveness of
other illuminated signs in the imme-
diate vicinity.

The relationship between the level of
brightness of letters on an unlit back-
ground and their degree of legibility
has been the subject of a number of
studies.  Figure 32 shows the results
when medium yellow and white
lighted letters were set against a
black background.  The top two
curves provide comparison, and
show how the legibility of black let-
ters on a light-colored illuminated
panel increases as the panel illumi-
nation increases until a point at
which the legibility stabilizes, as dis-
cussed earlier.12 The bottom three
curves show how the legibility of
illuminated white and yellow letters
on a black background decreases as
the illumination increases.  The
effect can be attributed to irradia-
tion13 and halation.  The uppermost
of these three curves shows what
happens to the middle one when a bit
of external illumination is directed to
the black contrasting panel:  the legi-
bility measurably increases because
the irradiation is neutralized.

The brightness of letters formed from
cold cathode illuminated tubing (or
so-called “neon”) seems to have less
influence on their legibility than the
degree of irradiation produced by
different colors of neon.  Apparently,
all cold cathode lighting, regardless
of color, produces to some degree
more irradiation than silhouetted let-
ters, and some colors produce signif-
icantly more irradiation than others.
The effect occurs when the colored

Strong contrast between illuminated letters and back-
ground increases legibility.  This sign has little contrast
at twilight, but once darkness settles in it becomes
very legible.
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12. NESA, 1960.
13. Irradiation occurs when white or light-col-
ored letters appear to be wider than they actually
are on a dark background.

words. 

Illuminated Letters

The problems involved in work-
ing with illuminated back-
grounds are very similar to the
problems affecting legibility of
illuminated letters.  The primary
issues to consider are color con-
trast between letters and back-
ground (strong contrast is more
legible), light source, light
intensity, and readability at max-
imum viewing distances and
acute angles.  Expressive and
versatile sign production
requires the use of a light source
which is available in a variety of
colors, which can be easily
formed into letters, and which

can be closely spaced within the
letters.  By and large, small
diameter tubing (from 9 – 15
mm) meets these conditions.
Letter size and proportions, as
well as kerning (the spacing
between letters) greatly impact
legibility at a distance, particu-
larly when the sign is to be
viewed from an acute angle.
Raised letters, if too thick, can
obscure the background and
make differentiation between
letters difficult, if not impossi-
ble.

A sign designer wishing to uti-
lize illuminated letters which
will contrast from their back-
ground has many different back-
ground materials from which to

choose.  These can include natu-
ral or coated metals or wood,
masonry, or even the sky or nat-
ural surroundings.  It is more
difficult to determine adequate
light intensity for lighted letters
than it is for lighted back-
grounds.  The reason is that the
lighted portion of the sign is
usually made up of a dense
color such as red or blue, rather
than a large area of lighter color,
as in a panel sign.  Rohm and
Haas went so far as to recom-
mend pre-production trials with
a single letter in order to pro-
vide the most accurate indica-
tion of how the letter would
appear.  Apparent brightness of
illuminated letters is also affect-
ed by both the light density and

Illumination and Readability

Irradiation occurs when the
colored light from the tube

reflects off whatever is
adjacent to or behind it,

scattering the light in the
atmosphere immediately

around it.  The irradiation
problem in this sign could

be improved by increasing
the height of the letters.

FIGURE 32



was indicated by a 30 year old:

1. rose
2. clear blue; white
3. clear red
4. roby; noviol gold
5. sunset gold
6. cobalt blue
7. powder blue
8. turquoise
9. powder green

Under the same conditions and
at the same time, a 50 year old
observer preferred the following
colors for legibility:

1. cobalt blue
2. clear blue
3. clear red; ruby; powder

blue
4. sunset gold; rose; white;

turquoise

5. noviol gold
6. powder green

If we average out the order of
legibility preference for the two
age groups, we can see that there
is no direct relationship between
legibility and brightness (Table
18).

Clearly, while the brightest neon
lights may be the greatest “atten-
tion-getters,” they are not neces-
sarily the most legible.  This is
especially true for older
observers.  The only color that
appears to retain a high or mod-
erate level of legibility among
both older and younger subjects
is cobalt blue.  The reason for
this is the absence of irradiation
from this tubing.  Unfortunately,
cobalt blue does poorly in low

temperatures.  

Although it has been found that
the color with the least bright-
ness can often be the most legi-
ble, it does not follow that colors
with the greatest brightness are
the least legible.  The study
found no direct correlation
between brightness and legibility
in cold cathode lighting.
Legibility may depend upon
how the color and brightness
function within the surrounding
air and background, while the
brightness and color are proper-
ties of the glass and type of gas
used.  In short, legibility is
affected to a large degree by
how the colors appear in their
surroundings.

The best way to determine the

Exposed lamps
can be used to

enhance visibility
and readability.

light from the tube reflects off
whatever is adjacent to or
behind it, scattering the light
in the atmosphere immediately
around it.  All things around
the tubing reflect its colored
light, and even the tubing’s
own color is affected by the
irradiation.  Thus unshielded
neon tubing has a disadvan-
tage from the standpoint of
legibility.  Additionally, the
effects of irradiation on the
human eye increase with the
age of the observer; the
observer’s ability to overcome
the effects of irradiation and still
read a sign drops 10 to 40 per-
cent between the ages of 30 to
50 years. 

One way to reduce irradiation in
neon signs is to increase the
height of the letters.  The
increased dark space between
and around letters and the wider
viewing angle this creates
allows the eye to better distin-
guish the individual letters.

Photometric measurement has

been used to determine the
luminance level of a variety of
different colors.  After conduct-
ing a variety of measurements,
one study14 ranked eleven types
of colored light in order of lumi-
nance.  The first color, clear red,
was found to be approximately
30 times brighter than the
eleventh one, cobalt blue.

1. clear red
2. powder green
3. sunset gold
4. rose

5. noviol gold
6. white
7. turquoise
8. powder blue
9. clear blue

10. ruby
11. cobalt blue

Age was found to play a role in
the legibility of various colors.
Subjects aged 30 years and 50
years old were asked to state
their legibility preferences from
the list of eleven colors.  The
following order of preference

The neon color chosen for the sign at the top (lavender) are
less luminous and less legible than the color chosen for the
sign at the bottom (red).
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14. National Electric Sign Association Reference Manual. Chicago:  Research and Development Foundation of NESA, 1960, Section B-1,
p. 5.

TABLE 18
Legibility and Brightness Comparison of Various Colors of Neon Tubing

COLOR ORDER OF LEGIBILITY ORDER OF BRIGHTNESS

Clear blue 1 9
Cobalt blue 2 11

Ruby 3 10
Clear red 4 1

White 5 6
Rose 6 4

Powder blue 7 8
Sunset gold 8 3
Noviol gold 9 5
Turquoise 10 7

Powder green 11 2



Although we will not discuss
why this happens, it is an impor-
tant phenomenon to keep in
mind.    

Perception
can remain
independent
of light varia-
tion, even
above a mini-
mum level.
Part of this is
because peo-
ple have a
tendency to
see things in
relation to their known qualities
rather than their actual lumi-
nance.  Because of this, black
letters often appear blacker if
the external illumination is
increased, even though the actu-
al degree of contrast to their
background has not changed.
Careful control of all physical
factors in a situation or device,
such as an increase in illumina-
tion, may produce an increase or
a decrease in apparent bright-
ness, or may leave it unchanged.
This means several things:

1. A white panel with black let-
ters illuminated from behind
at night will produce the
greatest contrast.  During the
day, the black letters will
reflect daylight to the eyes
of the observer, making
them appear less black.
Contrast may not be
reduced, however, because
the white panel will reflect
even more daylight.  Thus,
black letters on a white
background are a very desir-
able combination, in terms
of contrast.

2. Placing this same sign close
to a vividly illuminated red
neon sign would reduce this
ideal contrast, unless the
sign’s white background was
illuminated very well.  The
red light would be reflected
by the illuminated white
panel and mix with the
white light to the eye of the
observer, creating a wave-
length nearer yellow (which,
in itself, would not reduce
the contrast appreciably).
On the other hand, the black
letters would also reflect the
red light, which would
reduce their relative contrast
to their background.

3. Even though mounted on a
white panel, black letters
with substantial surface
shine could easily reflect
enough light to dramatically
reduce their relative contrast,
especially in daylight.  This
can be offset by illuminating
the panel well from within.
Still, the sun or other bril-
liant light would need to be
striking the letters from a
favorable angle.  A particular
sign, then, may be the recip-
ient of light of different
qualities that will increase
its contrast at one time of
day and decrease it at 
another.

Even though
mounted on a white
panel, black letters
can reflect enough
light to dramatically
reduce their rela-
tive contrast.  This
can be offset by
illuminating the
panel from within.
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TABLE 19
Distance Sign Letters are Legible to a Person of Average Sight

Letter Size Raised Glass Neon Exposed Lamp
(Height) Letters Letters Letters

2" (5 cm) 100' (30 m) 65' (11 m)
3" (8 cm) 150' (45 m) 100' (30 m)
4" (10 cm) 200' (60 m) 150' (45 m)
6" (15 cm) 275' (85 m) 200' (60 m)
8" (20 cm) 400' (120 m) 350' (105 m)
9" (23 cm) 500' (150 m) 400' (120 m)
10" (25 cm) 550' (170 m) 450' (135 m)
12" (30 cm) 675' (205 m) 525' (160 m)
15" (38 cm) 800' (245 m) 630' (190 m) 630' (190 m)
18" (46 cm) 1000' (305 m) 750' (230 m) 750' (230 m)
24" (61 cm) 1350' (415 m) 1000' (305 m) 1000' (305 m)
2'6" (76 cm) 1500' (455 m) 1250' (380 m) 1250' (380 m)
3'0" (91 cm) 1500' (455 m) 1500' (455 m)
3'6" (107 cm) 1750' (530 m) 1750' (530 m)
4'0" (1.22 m) 2000' (610 m) 2000' (610 m)
4'6" (1.37 m) 2250' (685 m) 2250' (685 m)
5'0" (1.52 m) 2500' (760 m) 2500' (760 m)
6'0" (1.83 m) 3000' (915 m) 3000' (915 m)
7'0" (2.13 m) 3500' (1065 m) 3500' (1065 m)
8'0" (2.44 m) 4000' (1220 m) 4000' (1220 m)
9'0" (2.74 m) 4500' (1370 m) 4500' (1370 m)
10'0" (3.04 m) 5000' (1525 m) 5000' (1525 m)
11'0" (3.35 m) 5500' (1675 m) 5500' (1675 m)
12'0" (3.66 m) 6000' (1830 m) 6000' (1830 m)

Converted to metric from Edison Electric Institute, Electric Signs. New York:  author, July 1952,
Publication No. 52-9, p. 15.

relative distance at which differ-
ent kinds of illuminated letters
are legible may well be to com-
pare different types of illuminat-
ed letters of the same color.
Table 19 compares three types of
illuminated letters, assuming a
viewer of average vision.  

Illuminated Letters
Against Illuminated
Backgrounds

In studying signs with both

internal and external illumina-
tion, particularly when signs that
are illuminated at night are
viewed during the day, one must
first understand the influence of
perception and personal knowl-
edge on the relative brightness
of what is seen.  For example,
on a day when the sky is very
grey, snow on the ground seems
brighter than the sky, and yet the
snow cannot reflect more light
than is in the sky.  In another
example, a piece of white paper

reflecting 5 candles per square
foot will appear to be bright,
while a piece of black marble
illuminated so brilliantly that it
reflects 10 candles per square
foot, twice as much as the paper
reflected, will still look black
and dark.  Clearly, then, the
amount of reflected light is not
the only factor involved in
brightness, and “perceived”
brightness is not the same as
“actual” brightness (called
“stimulus luminance”).
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The reflection of extraneous
light may be mitigated to some
extent through changes in the
surface curves of letters.  Rather
than being flush with the sign

surface, letters could be made
concave.  The reflections would
thus be split and more scattered,
making them smaller and less
effective.

Exposed Lamp Signs

Where signs must be viewed
from considerable distances, or
where small, very bright signs

TABLE 20
Lamp Spacing and Lamp Wattage for Exposed Lamp Signs

Letter Height Surroundings Spacing Wattage

10" - 15" Light 2.5" (6 cm) 15
(25 cm-38 cm) Dark 3" (8 cm) 10

15"-20" Light 3" (8 cm) 25
(38 cm-71 cm) Dark 3.5" (9 cm) 10

2'-3' Light 3" (8 cm) 25
(61 cm-91 cm) Dark 3.5" (9 cm) 10

3'-5' Light 3" (8 cm) 25
(91 cm-1.5 m) Dark 4" (10 cm) 15

5'-6' Light 3.5" (9 cm) 25
(1.5 m-1.8 m) Dark 5" (13 cm) 15

6'-8' Light 4" (10 cm) 50
(1.8 m-2.4 m) Dark 7" (18 cm) 15

8'-10' Light 4" (10 cm) 50
(2.4 m-3 m) Dark 9" (23 cm) 15

10'-12' Light 8" (20 cm) 50
(3 m-3.7 m) Dark 12" (31 cm) 15

12'-16' Light 10" (25 cm) 60
(3.7 m-4.9 m) Dark 16" (41 cm) 15

16'-20' Light 12" (31 cm) 100
(4.9 m -6.1 m) Dark 20" (51 cm) 15

TABLE 21
Letter Height and Viewing Distance for Silhouette Signs

(Background Brightness of 32-80 cd/ft2)

Viewing Distance Letter Height

200' (61 m) 5" (13 cm)
400' (122 m) 8" (20 cm)
600' (183 m) 12" (31 cm)
800' (244 m) 16" (41 cm)
1000' (304 m) 20" (51 cm)

TABLE 22
Number of Sockets in Exposed Lamp Letters

Either on Background Type Signs or Roof Skeleton Type

Standard block letters – Size of letters:

H.In. 12 16 20 24 30 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120
H.cm. 31 41 51 61 76 91 122 152 183 213 244 274 305
W.In. 9 12 14 18 22.5 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90
W.cm. 23 31 36 46 57 69 91 114 137 160 183 206 229
Stroke in 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Stroke cm 6 8 9 10 13 15 18 20 34 25 28 31 33

Number of sockets in letters:

A 6 8 10 13 13 16 21 24 26 29 32 39 44
B 8 12 14 16 18 22 29 35 38 42 48 55 64
C 6 7 9 10 11 14 18 20 21 25 28 31 35
D 6 9 12 15 16 20 25 29 30 34 40 45 49
E 8 9 11 14 14 17 22 26 28 32 37 41 44
F 6 7 9 11 11 13 18 20 21 25 28 31 35
G 8 9 10 12 14 17 24 27 28 30 37 40 43
H 7 9 11 14 14 17 23 26 28 32 38 43 46
I *3 4 5 6 6 7 9 10 11 13 15 17 18
J 5 6 7 8 9 11 15 17 18 23 24 26 29
K 7 9 11 14 15 17 23 27 28 32 38 42 46
L 5 6 7 9 9 11 15 17 18 20 24 26 28
M 9 13 17 21 21 25 33 37 41 42 57 65 69
N 8 10 13 16 16 20 25 32 34 37 43 49 54
O 6 8 10 12 13 16 22 25 27 30 33 36 43
P 6 8 10 13 14 16 22 25 27 30 33 36 43
Q 7 9 11 13 14 17 26 28 30 33 39 44 48
R 7 10 12 16 17 19 27 30 32 36 44 47 52
S 7 8 10 12 14 17 21 25 27 28 34 37 39
T 5 6 8 9 9 11 15 17 19 20 24 26 28
U 7 8 10 12 13 15 22 24 26 28 35 37 42
V 5 7 9 11 11 13 17 19 21 24 29 34 37
W 9 13 17 21 21 25 33 37 41 49 57 65 69
X 5 9 9 13 13 15 17 19 21 25 29 35 41
Y 4 6 8 9 10 12 17 18 19 20 25 27 30
Z 7 8 9 12 13 16 22 24 27 27 32 36 39
& 9 12 14 16 16 21 32 36 40 44 51 58 63

Tables 20, 21 and 22 Edison Electric Institute, Electric Signs. New York:  author, July 1952,
Publication No. 52-9 (footlamberts, inches and feet converted to candelas per square foot, centime-
ters, and meters).
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are needed, exposed lamps can
be used to illuminate the signs,
providing good visibility and
readability.  

To obtain an apparently continu-
ous line of light, lamps must be
spaced according to the follow-
ing formula,15 which is deter-
mined by the minimum viewing
distance.  

Dmin
1500

where S = spacing between cen-
terlines of lamps (meters).
Dmin = minimum viewing dis-
tance (meters).

In very bright locations this

spacing should be decreased by
25 to 35 percent.

Tables 20, 21 and 22 are prima-
rily concerned with the relation-
ship of legibility to effective
advertising.  They deal with the
desired lamp spacing for
exposed lamp signs.

Floodlighted Signs

Sign area, size of letters and
brightness – the most important
factors contributing to the legi-
bility and readability of other
types of signs – also apply to
floodlighted signs.  Several
types of light sources may be
used effectively, and the lighting
equipment may be located

across either the top or the bot-
tom of the sign.  Table 23 shows
the recommended minimum illu-
mination charted in the IES
Lighting Handbook, and Figure
33 gives data on various kinds
of illumination used in typical
floodlighted signs, also taken
from the handbook.  Figure 34
plots the recommended lamp
sizes and spaces from Edison
Electric Institute’s Electric Signs
publication.

Lighted Fascia or
Belt Signs

Illuminated, long strip, fascia or
belt signs, which have a single
or double row of light tubes
along the upper or lower edge of

FIGURE 33

Typical floodlighted sign installa-
tions and illumination results when
using equipment with (a) metal
halide lamps, (b) fluorescent-mercu-
ry lamps and (c) tungsten-halogen
lamps.

(a) For Metal Halide Luminaires

Display Number of (D) Conduit (x) Spacing Maintained 
Luminaires Length Average cd/ft2*

Association Loewy Poster Panel 3 4'0" (1.2 m) 8'2" (2.49 m) 17.51
Association Standard Poster Panel 3 4'0" (1.2 m) 8'4" (2.54 m) 17.51

Standard Streamliner 6 4'9" (1.45 m) 7'8" (2.34 m) 15.92
Deluxe Urban Bulletin 5 4'9" (1.45 m) 9'4" (2.84 m) 15.92

Standard Highway Bulletin 4 4'2" (1.27 m) 10'5" (3.2 m) 15.92
Junior Highway Bulletin 3 4'0" (1.2 m) 8'2" (2.49 m) 17.51

*Based on 400-watt metal halide lamp, Light Loss factor = .71.

(b) For Fluorescent-Mercury Luminaires

Display Number of (D) Conduit (x) Spacing Maintained 
Luminaires Length Average cd/ft2*

Association Loewy Poster Panel 4 4'0" (1.2 m) 6'1.5" (1.87 m) 17.51
Association Standard Poster Panel 4 4'0" (1.2 m) 6'3" (1.9 m) 17.51

Standard Streamliner 8 4'9" (1.45 m) 5'9" (1.75 m) 15.92
Deluxe Urban Bulletin 7 4'9" (1.45 m) 6'8.5" (2.04 m) 15.92

Standard Highway Bulletin 6 4'2" (1.27 m) 6'11" (2.11 m) 15.92
Junior Highway Bulletin 4 4'0" (1.2 m) 6'2" (1.88 m) 17.51

*Based on 400-watt fluorescent-mercury lamp, Light Loss factor = .77.
If same quantities of 250-watt lamps are used, multiply cd/ft2 by .52.
If same quantities of 175-watt lamps are used, multiply cd/ft2 by .37.

(c) For Tungsten-Halogen Luminaires

Display 1500-Watt 500-Watt
Number of (x) Maintained Number of (x) Maintained
Luminaires Spacing Average Luminaires Spacing Average

cd/ft2* cd/ft2*
Association Loewy Poster Panel 3 8'2" 36.6 4 6'1.5" 15.92

(2.49 m) (1.87 m)
Association Standard Poster Panel 3 8'4" 36.6 4 6'3" 15.92

(2.54 m) (1.9 m)
Standard Streamliner 6 7'8" 31.8 8 5'9" 17.51

(2.34 m) (1.75 m)
Deluxe Urban Bulletin 5 9'4" 30.2 8 5'10" 15.92

(2.84 m) (1.78)
Standard Highway Bulletin 5 8'4" 33.4 7 5'11" 15.92

(2.54 m) (1.8 m)
Junior Highway Bulletin 3 8'2" 36.6 4 6'2" 15.92

(2.49 m) (1.88 m)

*Light loss factor = .89.  Aiming point is at a distance down from top of sign equal to 1/3 height of sign.

If floodlights are spaced
inappropriately, uneven

lighting can interfere
with legibility.

S =

TABLE 23
Recommended Minimum Illumination for Poster Panels,

Bulletin Boards, and Other Advertising Signs

Recommended Illumination Levels
Average Reflectance of

Advertising Copy Bright Surrounds Dark Surrounds

Low 9.3 Lux (100 fc) 4.6 Lux (50 fc)
High 4.6 Lux (50 fc) 1.9 Lux (20 fc)



the sign, are comparatively less
bright, producing a light surface
of only about 16 to 40 cd/ft2.
Table 24 is a comparison of var-
ious plastic colors used for these
signs, as evaluated by Rohm and
Haas.16

Rohm and Haas also conducted
extensive research into other
various aspects of such signs,
and came to a number of impor-
tant conclusions about obtaining
proper and uniform illumination.
They found that the depth of the
sign box enclosure is the most
influential factor in obtaining
uniform lighting.  The straight
back sign box is the most effec-
tive.  Elliptical, sloping, or para-
bolic backs in the boxes made
no improvement in the light dis-
tribution.  Light distribution was
improved, however, by the use
of special reflectors, such as a
parabolic reflector troffer.  This
allows sign boxes of given
heights to be shallower than
usual.  Also, since some parts

are farther from the light source
than others, brightness of the
sign face cannot be expected to
be totally uniform for all parts
of the sign face.  Rohm and
Haas defined a range of allow-
able variation.  They calculated
the ratio of uniformity of bright-
ness of the sign face to be the
ratio of footlamberts near the
light source to footlamberts at
the point farthest from the light
source.  A ratio of 1 was consid-
ered optimum, but ratios of 1.3
to 1.5 provided satisfactory
results in most signs.  A ratio of
2 was considered the maximum
allowable ratio.

“Powergroove” fluorescent
lamps were found to be just as
efficient at uniformly distribut-
ing light as “aperture” bulbs.
Rohm and Haas recommended,
for signs up to four feet in
height, a straight back sign box,
painted with high reflectance
white paint on the interior,
equipped with one or two

Powergroove tubes, and shield-
ed with a light baffle and egg
crate grid.  

Table 25 lists the various out-
puts for the principle types of
fluorescent lamps.

Other Factors
Affecting Legibility
of Illuminated
Letters

Several factors make the evalua-
tion of the relationship between
different colors, such as a letter
of one color on a background of
another color, a complicated
matter:

1. Different colors produce dif-
ferent contrasts, depending
on their distance from the
observer.  

2. Letter shapes affect values.
3. The further away an observer

is from the sign, the less con-
trast will be perceived.  This
is due to the fact that atmos-

Several types of light
sources may be used
effectively to floodlight
signs.  Lighting equip-
ment may be located
across either the top or
the bottom of the sign.
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16. Plexiglas:  Sign Manual.  Philadelphia:  Rohm and Haas Company, 1969, p. 41.

DIMENSIONS LAMP WATTS*
H B C D Dark Medium Bright

Surround Surround Surround

2’ – 4’ 2.5' 2.5' 5' 50 75 100
(.61 – 1.2 m) (.76 m) (.76 m) (1.5 m)

5’ – 6’ 3.5' 3' 6' 75 100 150
(1.5 – 1.8 m) (1.1 m) (.9 m) (1.8 m)

7’ – 8’ 4' 3.25' 6.5' 100 150 200
(2.1 – 2.4 m) (1.2 m) (1.1 m) (2 m)

9’ – 12’ 5' 4' 8' 150 200 300
(2.7 – 3.5 m) (1.5 m) (1.2 m) (2.4 m)

13’ – 16’ 6.5' 5' 10' 200 300 500
(4.0 – 4.9 m) (2 m) (1.5 m) (3 m)

17’– 21’ 9' 6.5' 13' 300 500 750
(5.2 – 5.4 m) (2.7 m) (2 m) (4 m)

22’ – 25’ 12' 8.5' 17' 500 750 1,000
(6.7 – 7.6 m) (3.7 m) (2.6 m) (5.2 m)

25’ – 30’ 15' 10' 20' 750 1,000
(7.6 – 9.1 m) (4.6 m) (3.0 m) (6.1 m)

11 5/6’ – 25’** 5' 4 1/6' 8 1/3' 150 200 300
(3.6 – 7.6 m) (1.5 m) (1.3 m) (2.5 m)
12.5’ – 42’*** 5.25' 4 1/3' 8 1/3' 150 200 300
(3.8 – 12.8 m) (1.6 m) (1.3 m) (2.5 m)
18’– 72’**** 8.5' 6' 12' 200 300 500

(5.4 – 21.9 m) (2.6 m) (1.8 m) (3.7 m)

* For low-reflectance sign faces use the recommended lamp size for the next brightest sur-
round.

** Standard poster panel.
*** Standard city bulletin.

**** Railroad or highway bulletin

Note:  These spacings should not be exceeded, and closer spacing will result in a higher sign face
brightness.

FIGURE 32

Illumination and Readability
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pheric haze decreases the
apparent contrast of all dis-
tant letters, reducing their
legibility.  

4. Light from the sign is grad-
ually scattered and partially
absorbed by the atmos-
phere.

5. Surrounding light or day-
light is scattered towards
the observer, and the rela-
tionship between the amount
of light reaching the observ-
er’s eye from the sign, and
the scattered light from
around it, determines the
apparent luminance of the
sign.  During the day, the
apparent luminance of a sign
can decrease as viewing dis-
tance increases until the light
from surrounding spaces
matches the light from the
sign, at which point it virtual-
ly disappears.  At night, the
result is the same because of
atmospheric absorption.

This puts us back to the relative
differences in legibility of differ-
ent letters, and adds factors
resulting from the various colors.
In truth, an accurate evaluation
of a color contrast can only be
accomplished when a single
unchanging letter is flashed for a
brief period at an observer posi-
tioned at a given distance.

Irradiation

Irradiation is a major factor
influencing the legibility of illu-
minated signs, and on illuminat-
ed signs occurs primarily at
night when the eye has adapted
to the dark.  To avoid the prob-
lems of irradiation, which makes
light or illuminated areas look

larger against darker areas, the
strokewidth of white figures and
letters on a black background
should be thinner than for black
figures and letters on a white
background.  Irradiation has less
effect when a sign’s letters are
dark on a light background than
when the letters are light on a
dark background.  This is
because light letters irradiate
over the dark spaces immediate-
ly surrounding them, and reduce
contrast.  In such cases, reducing
the level of illumination in the
letters frequently improves legi-
bility.  

A sign with letters that are
lighter than their background is
said to have positive contrast,
while one in which the letters
are darker than the background
has negative contrast.  Negative
contrast is finite, whereas posi-
tive contrast has no upper limit.
Both are affected by surrounding
light and, when the contrasts are
equal, both positive contrast and
negative contrast, in theory, are
equally visible.

When the background, which is
the adapting medium for the
human eye, is light in color, it
stimulates a considerable area of
the retina for its adaptation, and
the degree of contrast possible is

limited.  Light letters on a
dark background, however,
can produce infinite contrast.
Even so, irradiation fogs the
letters, which must be made
larger in comparison to retain
legibility.  Irradiation has a
greater effect on smaller signs,
or when the environment is
very dark.  Competitive light-
ing reduces the effect of irradi-

ation and actually stimulates the
readability of any panel under
observation.  Illumination may
be reduced in dark surroundings,
but more illumination is needed
in areas of competitive lighting.  

These findings lead to a number
of generalizations:  

1. Light letters on a dark back-
ground are more susceptible
to irradiation, which reduces
legibility.  

2. The lighting in a panel with
dark letters can be increased
extensively before legibility
suffers the effects of halation
or irradiation.

3. Contrast between letters and
background is the most
important factor in legibility.
Dark letters on a light back-
ground have reduced contrast
due to irradiation, while light
letters on a dark background
are brightened and filled by
irradiation.  

Irradiation around neon letters
can be reduced in a number of
ways.  Two of the more obvious
are by reducing the illumination
level (which offers practical
challenges with current equip-
ment), or producing more nar-
row tubing (which invokes new
problems of strength and struc-

From Rohm and Haas, 1969, p. 41

The further away an observer
is from the sign, the less con-
trast will be perceived.

TABLE 24
Color Effects and Light Tubing Recommendations for Standard Plexiglass Sign Colors

Plexiglas Color Reflected Trans- Diffusion Light Formed Formed Minimum Type of Best Neon 
Color # Name Light mitted Qualities Trans- Flat Face Curved Distance Tube Color

Hue Light Hue mission % Letters Face Ratio
Letters

2039 Red Primary Vivid Red High 2 OK OK 1/3 WW/CW Rose
Red

2115 Red Primary Red/Tan- Good 3 Optional Optional 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
Red gerine

2157 Red Primary Red/Tan- Good 2 Not OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
Red gerine Recom’d

2178 Red Tomato Red/ High 2 OK OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
Red Orange

2283 Red Light Red/ Low 12 Not OK 1/1 _ WW/CW Clear Red
Red Orange Recom’d

2415 Red Darker Red/ Low 11 Optional OK 1/1 _ WW/CW Clear Red
Red Orange

2119 Orange Brilliant Orange High 7 OK OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
Orange

2564 Orange Bright Bright Good 14 Optional OK 2/3 WW/CW Clear Red
Orange Orange

2016 Yellow Chrome Chrome High 20 OK OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
Yellow Yellow

2037 Yellow Light Light Low 29 Optional OK 1/2 WW/CW Fluores- 
Yellow Yellow cent Green

2325 Pale Pastel Pales Low 34 Optional OK 2/3 CW/WW Fluores- 
Yellow Yellow Slightly cent Green

2024 Green Bright Pastel Good 5 Optional Optional 2/3 CW/WW Fluores- 
Green Green cent Green

2030 Green Forest Pastel Medium 9 Not Not 1/1 CW/WW Not 
Green Green Recom’d Recom’d Recom’d

2047 Green Bluish Pastel Low 36 Not Not 2/1 CW/WW Fluores- 
Green Blue/ Recom’d Recom’d cent Green

Green
2108 Green Primary Primary High 2 Optional Optional 1/2 CW/WW Fluores- 

Dk. Green Dk. Green cent Green
2215 Olive Olive Chartreuse High 6 OK OK 2/3 CW/WW Fluores- 

Green Green cent Green
2324 Aqua Green/ Green/ Good 16 OK OK 2/3 DA/CW Fluores- 

Turquoise Turquoise cent Green
2050 Blue Dk. Blue Vivid Good 1 OK OK 1/2 DA/CW Not 

Primary Recom’d
Blue

2051 Blue Medium Pastel Low 19 Optional Optional 1/1 DA/CW Fluores- 
Dk. Blue Light cent Green

Blue
2114 Blue Dk. Blue Vivid Good 2 Optional OK 2/3 DA/CW Fluores- 

Blue cent Blue
2308 Turquoise Turquoise Turquoise/ High 6 OK OK 1/2 DA/CW Fluores- 

Aqua cent Green
2648 Blue Primary Richer High 5 Optional OK 1/2 CW/WW Fluores- 

Blue Blue cent Green
2329 Light Pastel Pastel High 13 OK OK 2/3 DA/CW Fluores- 

Blue Blue Blue cent Green
2146 Ivory Milk Ivory/ Medium 35 Optional OK 2/3 CW/WW Fluores- 

White Yellow cent Green
2287 Violet Dk. Purple Deep Medium 6 Not Optional 1/1 CW/WW Green/Red

Violet Recom’d
2461 Red Pastel Red Pastel Red Good 6 Optional OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red
2380 Rust Brownish Tan Good 4 OK OK 1/2 WW/CW Clear Red

Red



TABLE 25
Fluorescent Lamps for Outdoor Signs – Lumens per Meter

Lamp Type Ampere Total Lumen Output Lumens
Slimline 300 milliampere WW CW SW WW CW SW

T6 & T8
F42T6 2065 2060 635/ft 615/ft

(2083/m) (2018/m)
F64T6 3275 3175 655/ft 635/ft

(2149/m) (2083/m)
F72T8 3313 3187 576/ft 554/ft

(1890/m) (1818/m)
F96T8 4563 4413 589/ft 569/ft

(1934/m) (1867/m)
Slimline 430 milliampere Total Lumen Output Lumens

T12
F48T12 2700 2600 720/ft 693/ft

(2362/m) (2274/m)
F72T12 4200 4100 730/ft 713/ft

(2395/m) (2339/m)
F96T12 5700 5600 735/ft 723/ft

(2411/m) (2372/m)
High 800 milliampere Total Lumen Output Lumens

Output

F48T12 4000 4000 3000 1067/ft 1067/ft 800/ft
(3501/m) (3501/m) (2625/m)

F60T12 5250 5250 3900 1105/ft 1105/ft 821/ft
(3625/m) (3625/m) (2694/m)

F72T12 6300 6450 4800 1096/ft 1122/ft 835/ft
(3596/m) (3681/m) (2740/m)

F84T12 7600 5700 1126/ft 844/ft
(3694/m) (2769/m)

F96T12 8900 9000 6600 1148/ft 1161/ft 852/ft
(3766/m) (3809/m) (2795/m)

Extra High 1500 milliampere Total Lumen Output Lumens
Output

F48T17 6900 6900 1840/ft 1840/ft
(6037/m) (6037/m)

F72T17 10,900 10,900 1896/ft 1896/ft
(6220/m) (6220/m)

F96T17 15,000 15,000 1935/ft 2000/ft
(6348/m) (6562/m)
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overall letter size.  As mentioned
earlier, reducing the tube thick-
ness leads to strength and struc-
ture difficulties.  A less problem-
atic way to accomplish this,
however, is to increase the size
of the letters while still using
conventional tubing.  

Experiments have been conduct-
ed that encased the gas-filled
glass tube with a metallic tube
that had slits through which the
light could shine without irradi-
ating in all directions.17 These
tests however, showed no
improvement over the metal
channel letters now used.

Another and more fruitful idea is
neutralization of the neon irradi-
ation using light of a comple-
mentary color from a different
source.  This allows the irradiat-
ed light to be absorbed, or by an
additive process rendered invisi-
ble.  One method of accomplish-
ing this is to mount the neon let-

ters against a back-lighted plas-
tic background that transmits
light of a wavelength capable of
neutralizing the irradiation from
the neon light, but not the neon
light itself.  Although a clever
solution, its application is limit-
ed since only a few aesthetically
acceptable color combinations of
light are available which will
neutralize each other, while
simultaneously acting as a con-
trasting background for each

other.  

NESA tested the idea combining
plastic panels used for internally
illuminated signs, in a selected
set of wavelengths, with neon
letters.  Not only did NESA’s
experiments confirm the theory
that neon irradiation and reflec-
tion can be eliminated in certain
colors by this method, but it also
discovered that the technique
changed some neon colors con-

Illumination and Readability

ture).  Efforts to reduce irradia-
tion may actually be quite unde-
sirable, because while reducing
brightness often produces greater
legibility beyond certain dis-

tances, that benefit is offset by
the fact that brighter illumination
does a better job of getting atten-
tion.  Assuming that reducing
brightness is out of the question,

several other methods allow
reductions in irradiation.  

One way is to produce a narrow-
er letter stroke relative to the

When internal
lighting is uneven,
whether by faulty
design or neglect,
the sign is unable
to perform its
communication
task effectively.

17. NESA, 1960.

FIGURE 35

Rohm and Haas, 1969, p. 46 (lumens per meter converted from lumens per foot).
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ed at 255 cd/ft2 with noviol-gold
lettering shows slightly less con-
trast, but eliminates all irradia-
tion.  Not all blues are as satis-
factory as these; blues with spec-
tral transmission peaks nearer
the red show more irradiation.

Another legible, contrasting and
fairly attractive combination

results from placing letters of
uncoated cobalt or ruby against a
translucent yellow (2037) back-
ground with 190 – 225 cd/ft2 of
illumination.  Without the backs
of the letters blocked out, how-
ever, the cobalt letter leaves a
white reflection on the yellow
panel, and the yellow panel
deepens to an orange where the

ruby letter is located (the relative
wavelengths account for the fact
that the ruby letter does not
show a white reflection).  Using
a yellow panel with a spectral
transmission peak slightly nearer
the green band will eliminate the
deepening of the panel.

TABLE 26
Reviewing Plastic Colors with Various Colors of Neon Letters

Plastic Color Availability Color Fast Color Peak Best Illum. Neon Letters 
(millimicrons) with Neon Color

(cd/ft2)
2045 transparent Stock Very good 450-455 255 Noviol gold
blue with white
2186 transparent Custom Very good 575-700 Wide range cobalt
amber with white
2092 transparent Stock Very good 525-530 Noviol gold 
green with white (some 

irradiation)
2108 translucent Stock Very good 160 Noviol gold

green
2152 transparent Custom Very good 470-480 190 Noviol gold
blue with white
2264 transparent Custom Best 470-480 Wide range Noviol gold
blue with white
2057 translucent Custom Very good 95 Noviol gold

green
2162 transparent Custom Fair 400-500 Cobalt
amber with white & 600-700
White translucent Stock Very good 130 Uncoated cobalt 

& ruby
2071 transparent Custom Very good 650-700 Green (some 
red with white irradiation)

2030 translucent Stock Very good 520-540 dense 285 Noviol gold
green

2114 translucent blue Stock Very good 464-472 dense 220 Noviol gold
2444 transparent Stock Fair 660-700 Wide range Green
red with white

2415 translucent red Stock Very good 640-700 95-285 White and turquoise
2283 translucent red Stock Not known 630-700 95 White and turquoise

2037 translucent Stock Very good 190-220 Uncoated cobalt
yellow 145 Ruby

Different colors of neon
letters will have varying

degrees of brightness
and irradiation.

siderably.  Finally, NESA found
that certain combinations of
neon letters and illuminated
plastic panels produce an aes-
thetically pleasing, high contrast
which was very legible.

As Figure 35 shows, if the two
peaks of the neon light and the
plastic material were well over-
lapped, the two would be similar
in color, resulting in an absence
of contrast.  Curves well separat-
ed and of complementary colors,
however, can produce high con-
trast.  

Table 26 lists several combina-
tions of illuminated plastic and
superimposed neon.  Some of
the most highly contrasting com-
binations are noviol-gold neon
contrasted against plastic materi-
als which have spectral transmis-
sion peaks between 450 and 480
millimicrons.  Unfortunately, a
number of excellent combina-
tions in terms of legibility and
aesthetic qualities are impracti-
cal for use in signs because, over
long testing periods, those spe-
cific plastics had poor lasting
quality.  Other plastics were not
tested because their density

made them unsuitable for night-
time viewing.  

It is not always desirable to
flood the sign panel with maxi-
mum back lighting, especially at
night, because obviously, this
often encourages irradiation.
Table 26 indicates the most
effective levels of panel illumi-
nation for use with neon light-
ing.  The backs of the neon let-
ters must be blocked out to
avoid the reflection of their back
brightness from the surface of
the illuminated panel, reducing
legibility through partial duplica-
tion of the letters.  The backs of
neon letters also change the
quality of the panel color to
some extent, particularly if the
panel is not very brightly illumi-
nated.  A few of the panel colors
shown in Table 26 provide good
contrast with the neon letters
during the daytime even if they
are not illuminated.  This is
because their transmission quali-
ties are more effective than their
reflectance.  

Further examination of the
effects of some color combina-
tions in Table 26 shows that

either ruby or uncoated cobalt
neon letters silhouetted against a
white panel with a surface illu-
mination of 125 cd/ft2 produces
a neon letter that is striking, irra-
diation-free, and highly legible.
A closer look reveals that the red
neon slightly tones the white
background.  With more illumi-
nation behind the panel, this can
be eliminated without affecting
either the legibility or the con-
trast.  

Noviol-gold neon letters in front
of transparent blue (2142) plastic
backed with translucent white
plastic, and illuminated with 190
cd/ft2 fluorescent light behind
probably provides the next most
striking combination, while
retaining good contrast and
excellent legibility without irra-
diation.  Using translucent blue
(2114) plastic illuminated with
225 cd/ft2 and using noviol-gold
letters can increase the contrast,
however, the density of the plas-
tic permits reduces background
illumination, resulting in a faint
trace of irradiation.  A back-
ground of transparent blue
(2045) acrylic backed with
translucent white, and illuminat-


